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Quick Setup Guide
To switch between 24-Hour format and AM/PM format:
Tap ST/STP when the current time is shown

CLOCK – Set time & date (required)
1. The display should show the time & the day of the week. If not, tap MODE repeatedly until both are shown.
2. Press and hold LIGHT for 5 seconds until seconds digits in the box begin to flash. Then let go.
3. Tap MODE and the minutes will flash. Tap ST/STP to change the minute. Tap MODE to save.
4. The hours will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the hour, note the AM/PM indicator. Tap MODE to save.
5. The date will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the date. Tap MODE to save.
6. The month will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the month. Tap MODE to save.
7. The year will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the year. Tap MODE to save.
8. Tap LIGHT to confirm time & date.
Note: To temporarily display the date while in Time Mode, tap RESET.

ALARMS - Set alarms in chronological order starting with the earliest (required)
1. Tap MODE repeatedly until Alarm Mode is reached. “A1” is shown in the box.
2. Set Alarm 1, press and hold LIGHT until hour flashes. Tap ST/STP to change the hour. Tap MODE to save.
3. The minutes will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the minute. Tap MODE to save.
4. Tap LIGHT to confirm Alarm 1 (A1).
5. Tap RESET to select a different alarm (A1-A8) and repeat steps 2 through 4 to set it.
6. Set alarm notification type. Tap ST/STP once for sound, twice for vibrate or three-times for both.
7. Tap MODE repeatedly to go back to Time & Date.
Note: To silence the alarm at alarm time, tap any button. We recommend tapping LIGHT.
Note: All alarms repeat automatically at the set time(s) the next day.

LOCK – Disable the buttons to prevent accidental reprogramming (optional)
1. The display should show the time & the day of the week. If not, tap MODE repeatedly until both are shown.
2. Press and hold MODE and RESET together at the same time.
3. “LOCK” will appear in the top left-hand corner of the display.
4. LIGHT button will still function but ST/STP, MODE and RESET buttons have now been locked and disabled.
Unlock: To unlock and enable all buttons hold MODE and RESET together at the same time. “LOCK” will now
disappear.

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions
1. Change the battery if the buttons stop working, the alarm is faint, or if the watch alarms/vibrates erratically.
2. Illumination: Tapping the LIGHT button only illuminates the digits (not the entire display). The function will
only be noticeable when in a very dark room. At all other times, even at low light, the display will be readable.

Battery Change Instructions for Jewelers
Please go to your local jeweler with these instructions
Battery type CR2032
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4 Display Modes
Cycle through the 4 different display modes by tapping the
MODE button.

8 Alarm Vibrating Watch
Item: 932349
Thank you for purchasing the e-pill CADEX VibraPlus.
Your watch has the following functions:
1. Up to 8 daily auto-repeating alarms
2. Smart countdown timer
3. Notification types: Sound, vibrate, or both
4. Alarm duration: 15 seconds
5. Button lock
6. Light (illuminates digits only)

Warranty
The inner components of this watch are warranted to be free from defects
in materials and manufacturer’s workmanship for one (1) year from the
original date of purchase. This warranty does not cover the band, buckle,
battery, case, buttons, or the quartz crystal. Do not wear this watch in the
shower or swimming pool, it is NOT WATERPROOF. This warranty expressly
excludes incidental and consequential damage caused by use, misuse,
neglect, accident, unauthorized modification, or any defects resulting from
service by anyone other than the manufacturer. During the warranty period,
and upon proof of purchase, this watch will be repaired or replaced (with
the same or a similar model) at the manufacturer’s option. The e-pill CADEX
VibraPlus watch is only a supplement to any memory system that you
currently use to remind yourself to take your medications or perform
medical tasks. The user maintains full responsibility to administer
medications or perform medical tasks at the appropriate times. e-pill, LLC
assumes no responsibility for any incidental or consequential damages,
including but without limitation, damages or injuries resulting from
malfunction of the product, mathematical inaccuracy, or loss of stored data.
e-pill, LLC
49 Walnut Street, Building 4
Wellesley, MA 02481, USA
www.epill.com
1-888-726-8805 (International: +1 781 239 2941)
Written by e-pill Medication Reminders in Boston, MA
Printed in China

AM/PM Format or 24-Hour Format
To switch between 24-Hour format and AM/PM format:
Tap ST/STP when the time is displayed (Time Mode).

Time and Date
1. The display should show the time & the day of week. If not,
tap MODE until both are shown.
2. Press and hold LIGHT for 5 seconds until the seconds digits
in the box begin to flash. Then let go.
3. Tap MODE and the minutes will flash.
4. Tap ST/STP to change the minute. Tap MODE to save.
5. The hours will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the hour,
note the AM/PM indicator. Tap MODE to save.
6. The date will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the date. Tap
MODE to save.
7. The month will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the month.
Tap MODE to save.
8. The year will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the year. Tap
MODE to save.
9. Tap LIGHT to confirm time & date.

Add Alarms
Set alarms in order starting with the earliest.
1. Tap MODE repeatedly until Alarm Mode is reached. “A1”
will be shown in the box.
2. Set Alarm 1, press and hold LIGHT until the hour begins to
flash. Then let go.
3. Tap ST/STP to change the hour. Tap MODE to save.
4. The minutes will now flash. Tap ST/STP to change the
minute. Tap MODE to save.
5. Tap LIGHT to confirm Alarm 1 (A1).
6. Tap RESET to select a different alarm (A1-A8) and repeat
steps 2 through 4 to set it.
7. Set alarm notification type. Tap ST/STP once for sound,
twice for vibrate or 3 times for both. Sound:
Vibrate:
8. Tap MODE repeatedly to go back to Time & Date.
Silence the alarm: To silence the alarm at alarm time, tap any
button. We recommend tapping LIGHT. All alarms repeat
automatically at the set time(s) the next day.

Delete an Alarm
1. Tap MODE repeatedly until Alarm Mode is reached. “A1”
will be shown in the box.
2. Tap RESET repeatedly until the alarm you would like to
delete is shown in the box.
3. Press and hold RESET until the corresponding alarm bell
disappears from the middle of the display. Repeat step 2 and 3
for each alarm you would like to delete.
4. When done, press MODE until you return to Time Mode.
Display should show time & day of week. Your alarm(s) have
been erased.

Smart Countdown Timer
The countdown timer only counts down within the time
window that you set. Within these hours the watch will alarm
every time the countdown reaches zero and automatically
restart after alarming. To pause the countdown until the next
day press ST/STP while in TR mode. To start a paused
countdown press ST/STP while in TR mode.
Before you begin: When starting the countdown interval for
the first time, the current time will need to be within the set time
window.
1. Set the notification type. Tap MODE repeatedly until Alarm
Mode is reached. “A1” will be shown in the box.
2. Tap ST/STP once for sound, twice for vibrate or 3 times for
both. Sound:
Vibrate:
3. Tap MODE until “TR” is shown above the line (TR Mode).
4. Press and hold LIGHT until the starting hour begins to flash,
this is when the interval will start counting down every day.
5. Tap ST/STP to change the starting hour. Tap MODE to
save.
6. The ending hour will now flash, this is when the interval will
stop counting down every day.
7. Tap ST/STP to change the ending hour. Tap MODE to save.
8. The countdown duration hours will now flash, this is how
many hours the countdown will last.
9. Tap ST/STP to change the duration hours. Tap MODE to
save.
10. The duration minutes will now flash, this is how many extra
minutes the countdown will last.
11. Tap ST/STP to change the duration minutes. Tap MODE to
save.
12. Tap LIGHT to confirm countdown interval settings.
13. Tap ST/STP to start the countdown (TR will begin to flash).
When the countdown reaches zero: To silence the alarm and
automatically restart the countdown timer, tap any button. We
recommend tapping LIGHT.
Permanently turn off: To permanently turn off the
countdown timer set both the starting and ending hour to
12am. Steps 3-7 above. Then tap MODE to return to time
mode.

Lock
Disable the buttons to prevent accidental reprogramming. The
LIGHT button will still function but ST/STP, MODE and RESET
buttons will be locked and disabled.
1. The display should show the time & the day of week. If not,
tap MODE until both are shown.
2. Press and hold MODE and RESET together at the same
time.
3. “LOCK” will appear in the top left-hand corner of the
display.
Unlock: To unlock and enable all buttons hold MODE and
RESET together at the same time. “LOCK” will now disappear.
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Stopwatch
Tap MODE until “ST” is shown above the line (ST Mode).
Tap ST/STP to start the stopwatch.
Tap ST/STP to stop the stopwatch.
Tap RESET to return to 0.

Battery
Change the battery if the buttons stop working, the alarm is
faint or if the watch alarms/vibrates erratically. When replacing
the battery we strongly recommend that you take your e-pill
watch to a jeweler with the battery change instructions that are
found on page 2.
Your e-pill CADEX VibraPlus uses a CR2032 button cell battery.
The CR2032 battery size is the most common watch battery in
the world and can be found at any jeweler, grocery store or
pharmacy.

Care
DO NOT IMMERSE IN WATER. Avoid exposing the watch to
temperature extremes. Avoid dropping the watch. Avoid
exposing the watch to gasoline, cleaning solvents, adhesive
agents, paint, or aerosol sprays.

Caution
Dead battery, replacement of battery, malfunction or repairs
will cause all data stored in the watch to be deleted. In no
event will e-pill, LLC be liable for loss of data or damages
arising from such loss. This watch will withstand splashes and
rain but is not waterproof. DO NOT USE IN SHOWER, BATHTUB
OR SWIMMING POOL.

